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ABSTRACT 

In today's world, stress is one of the most pervasive problems.89 percent of working professionals in India report 

feeling stressed. 4 in 10 women experience anxiety for various reasons. The purpose of this examination is to 

determine the scope of Stress Level Prediction of Working Pregnant Women Research through a bibliometric 

analysis. Data on pregnant women who work were gathered using the Scopus database. Subject headings with 

keywords and abstracts in female Stress Recognition studies were used as a lens to retrieve search results. The 

VOSviewer software was used to extract search results. Later, the results of Bibliometric mapping were examined in 

greater detail. As per our research this is the first study conducted with the help of VosViewer to do the Bibliometric 

analysis of stress factors of working pregnant women in India. 
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1. INTRODUCTION: 

Hans Selye coined the term "stress" in 1936, defining it as "the non-specific response of the body to any demand for 

change. Stress is extremely frequent among working women during pregnancy, and it can contribute to mental 

illness and some foetal abnormalities. Nowadays, it is common for women to work outside the home. According to 

an article published by Hindustan Times, a study carried out by the World Bank found that 42% of women are 

graduates, while 33% of men are. A World Bank study found that there is 27% participation of working women, 

boosting India’s potential GDP. A growing body of research indicates that maternal stress during pregnancy has a 

strong impact and can influence the development of the unborn. Working women have family and work 

responsibilities, and they tend to be more stressed than men. Having a job while pregnant can have long-term effects 
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on a woman's overall health, and pregnancy is a time when psychosocial symptoms and poor oral health are more 

likely to show up. 

They get stressed out if their jobs could harm the pregnancy, or if they'll lose their job or the pregnancy will end 

their career. Work-related stress and burnout can happen when there is a lot of pressure at work and you don't feel 

like you have a lot of power. If you're stressed out while you're pregnant, you might not be able to have a healthy 

pregnancy or give birth to a healthy child. In the classroom, a working woman's desire to work even when she is 

stressed out usually doesn't work out. There are a lot of things that can make people stressed at work, like having too 

much work, unrealistic deadlines, difficult co-workers, negative attitudes toward pregnant employees, difficulties 

getting time off to go to hospital appointments or scans, bullying, refusing to make reasonable job changes, and 

maternity discrimination. People in the education field should pay attention to this if their job requires them to stand 

for a long time and work long hours without taking a break. There is also a fear of not having a job and 

unemployment as strong evidence that stress can harm mental health. Working women are more likely to be angry, 

anxious, depressed, sad, tired, restless, forgetful, overstressed, and burnt out when they think about these things that 

make them stressed. Stress makes them feel bad about their job, and they also lose interest and concentration 

because of bad feelings and bad weather. This can make them more stressed. 

In this paper, Bibliometric analysis is used for Bibliometric the research papers. The Scopus data set is used for the 

Bibliometric analysis. Collected articles and findings from Scopus database on working pregnant women prove the 

major factors that can lead to stress and anxiety. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS: 

Across the globe stress is the major problem for working pregnant women. A literature about stress prediction for 

working pregnant women. The SCOPUS database was examined between 2012 and 2021, according to the findings. 

TITLE-ABS-KEY (working pregnant women) AND TITLE-ABS-KEY (stress) AND TITLE-ABS-KEY (stress) 

AND TITLE-ABS-KEY (stress) AND TITLE-ABS-KEY (stress) AND TITLE-ABS-KEY (stress) AND TITLE-

ABS-KEY (stress) AND TITLE-ABS-KEY (working AND pregnant AND women). A CSV file was created using 

the information extracted from the documents, which included the author, year of publication, language of 

publishing, journal, title, affiliation, keywords, and kind of document. Recovered data was made available to the 

public on November 30th, 2021. Study of bibliographic coupling, co-authorship, co-occurrence, citations and co 

citations was carried out with the aid of the software VosViewer. (1.6.18). [21-24] 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: 

The publication year, author, language used, journal, title, affiliation, keywords, and kind of document, as well as an 

abstract and total citation count, were all obtained from the collected publications addressing the issue and exported 

to a CSV file. In November 2021, the data recovery was accomplished. VosViewer was used to investigate 

bibliographical coupling, co-authorship, co-occurrence, citations, and co-citations (1.6.18). "Links characteristics" 

and "Complete connection strength property" are two frequent weight properties that are linked. 



Bibliometric Investigation of the Keywords: 

The study report's authors provided keywords that appeared multiple times in the SCOPUS database. These 

keywords were utilised to undertake a thorough examination of the 668 keywords, 526 of which satisfied the 

criteria. The keywords "pregnant women" (whole link strength 1729) and "anxiety" (total link strength 621) had the 

strongest links to "mental tension." 

 

 

Fig 3.1. The Bibliometric study of Stress Detection keywords in published works is summarised in the table below. 

All of the keywords appear in the same sentence. The recurrence of the occurrence is indicated by the node 

dimension. Co-occurrences within that publication are indicated by bending between nodes. The circle's various 

shapes represent the keyword's importance. The closer four nodes are, the more often four terms co-occur. 

Table 1- Describe the top 10 Journal in the field of working pregnant women Stress. 

 

Table 1- Show the list of Top 10 Journals. In American journal of industrial medicine   Journal 3 documents has 

been published with citation 269 and total linked strength 2 



 

Fig-3.2.-The top ten most active journals in the world 

 

Table 2 –In the field of stress recognition, these ten countries have the best records for innovation. 

 

Table 2- Shows the list of top 10 Countries contributing in this domain related with stress prediction for working 

pregnant women 



 

Figure – 3.3.1(A) 

 

Figure – 3.3.2. (B) 

Fig-3 Illustrates the bibliographic connection of – (A) contains country references. The different colours represent 

the different groups, while the diameter of the circles represents the frequency of referrals. (B) Citations of the 

sources The circle's diameter denotes the frequency of references, while the various colours represent the various 

categories. 

Bibliometric Examination of the Co-Citation  



 

Figure-3.4.1(A) 

 

Figure-3.4.1.(B) 

 

As seen in Figure, the records and sources used to construct a bibliography are linked together.4(A), Nine groups 

were obtained. Figure 4(B) – shows the co-citation of authors Glover, v. has 57 citations with 5116 link strength. 

Fig-5 The Bibliometric analysis of the co-citation and bibliographic coupling is shown. 



 

Figure-3.5. Show Co- Occurrence of Indexed Keywords 

Conclusions 

Between 2012 and 2021, a total of 500 papers were selected from the SCOPUS database on the subject of stress 

recognition, of which 231 were included in the SCOPUS core database. The majority of subsequent keywords had a 

strong connection to the research study’s keywords “pregnant women” and “stress.” Sensors (American Journal) 

was the most cited journal, with three articles and 269 citations. The United States of America published 60 

publications that received 1635 citations, whereas Glover, V. published five articles that received 57 citations. The 

published material has mostly focused on three topics: stress, recognised stress, pregnant women, and human beings. 

Stress impacts individuals’ daily lives, which is why various researchers have focused their attention on this subject 

and released several high-quality study publications. It is critical to examine the quality of several high-quality 

research articles and to extract useful findings. We will provide a model to predict the stress factors of pregnant 

working women. 
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